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Abstract: Time has changed with change of human attitudes and perceptions. Life has become so fast and 

new generations face huge competitions in day to day life. Not only have we observed the change in modern 

society but also we have witnessed many changes in nature. Natural calamities have grown these days due to 

rapid deforestation and pollution. We have seen the effect of negative vibrations in many forms. While 

society realizes that there is downfall of it’s and revival is necessary then spirituality comes within the 

periphery of study. Clumsy environment and growing stress demand vow for people to relax. But at the same 

time cooperation and integration we need in society. For development of human resources in righteous 

manner and sustainable development spiritual movements play major role in both revival of spirituality and 

reformation of humanity. Spiritual movements are nourished by many styles of prayers and performances. 

Sarsara, a village in Western Bonai in Sundargarh district of Odisha in India takes the spiritual leadership 

for such movements and socio-cultural organizations and people of the region come in one panel realizing 

the importance of spiritual movements. Social management requires values and morality to uplift. This study 

focuses on the role of Sarsara in the region and confirms that there is eagerness of people for such 

movement. Involvements of human beings in large numbers bring new age in spiritual movement and this 

study conveys that there is definitely positive growth of values and ethics among people and mass 

celebrations of various festivals increase co-operation and communal harmony in the region. Managing 

society instead of diversities is a major task and we learn the art of Sarsara in this study to handle 

multicultural events of modern need for reformation of humanity.  
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I. Introduction 

Beloved BapDada says, “Sweet children, together with knowledge and yoga, your behaviour also has to be very 

good. Let there not be any evil spirits inside you because you are exorcists who remove evil spirits.” (Murli 23-

12-2013) Having evil spirits inside means having negative ideologies and bad attitudes which are generated due 

to illusion and its effects of surrounding environments and vices like anger, greed etc. Attachment towards 

matters and various material inventions sometimes negatively attract senses for gratification. But every human 

soul has power to remove negativity from inside by self awakening and being cautious to the negative effects of 

illusion. That is why it is warned not to have any evil spirits within us. Evil is always harmful and we have to 

stay away from any evil matter. If we witness downfall today then this happens due to evil growth of mentalities 

and actions. Not only evil spirits bring clumsy situations in mind but also increase states of sorrows, pain and 

sometimes violence. We have to stay away from such activities of evil status and look forward to remain free 

from stress and evil stressors. For removing evil tendencies from mind this is not so easier task as many say but 

it is not impossible too. We can make this possible by holding values in life and daily practice of spirituality in 

workplace. While the strength of spiritual feelings grows in human beings at the same time gradually attachment 

of matters goes down and senses relax for long time being free from trapping of illusion. Learning the art of 

removing evil thoughts, evil desires and not to perform evil actions is important in life and many of us should be 

very careful in this aspect. Sometimes we witness that many have knowledge and few among them hold 

intelligence. They sometimes use these in performing bad actions and do not able to take proper decision. 

Sometimes few of us perform yoga to stabilize mind but along with knowledge and yoga it is important to take 

care of behaviours too. Every day behaviours matter in workplace as we work in group with many persons. Our 

behaviours should not hurt others at any situation. Developing pleasant and sweet personality requires 

development of behaviours and behaviours become rectified while there are spiritual values within us. Making 

behaviour very good first of all we have to remain free from evil effects and second of all we have to hold 

spiritual knowledge to manage self and society. God gives command to his beloved sweet children to become 

very good in behaviour and remain free from evil thoughts and remain ever in stress-free states. Meaning of 

word Sarsara gives us learning of such beauty of spirituality that nourishes us and our inner cores. Sarsara 

guides to have behaviour very beautiful and simple. This spiritual term which is originated from Sanskrit 
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language means to have self realization with inner beauty and values and to have connection with Supreme 

Power, our beloved father of heaven. Having remembrance of God we have power to manage self in righteous 

path. In many spiritual movements of the world prayers are organized to direct human life in proper way. 

Sarsara takes leadership to have multi cultural performances and these performances contain many forms of 

prayers. Participation of teams of various traditional cultural groups gives us new direction of modern age 

movement of spirituality.  

Henri J.M. Nouwen (1980), states that spirituality is the path of self awareness where one human individual gets 

essence of true meaning of life and realizes the importance of Divine connection to rectify attitudes and actions. 

Spiritual movement is the process of transformation in which group of individuals come closer to get relief from 

suffering of material world and realize the truth of life and help each other to multiply spirituality in upcoming 

generations. James Redfield (1993). States that spiritual movement definitely shapes personalities of many with 

morality, values, happiness and this is a process of transformation and awareness that brings lots of changes in 

society and helps in smooth management of social affairs. Gabrielle Roth (1999) states spiritual movement as a 

practical process where an individual transforms or groups of individuals transform themselves from suffering 

in to art and from art in to awareness embracing rhythm of spiritual practice in dynamic way to free body, 

express heart with clear mind and prayer becomes the radical new perspective on architecture of the soul. The 

Orlando Institute (2003), defines spiritual movement with respect to Christianity as this is an expanding group 

of disciples of Jesus Christ who are really multipliers of spirituality and are committed to glorify God’s name by 

helping to fulfil the Great Commission in the power of the Holy Spirit. Daniel Goleman (2007), states that 

surprising accuracy of first impression is the basis of charisma, emotional power, nurturing capacities in self, 

surprisingly deep impact of our relationships and behaviours and spirituality is the basis of such impression that 

brings movements of values within inner self. Steve Sellers (2008), states that spiritual movement is a process of 

transformation where people follow and practice principles of spirituality with willingness of belief of God 

receiving his message in inner selves, getting his grace with growing faith to produce change in life and people 

multiply their lives in to others with generation of new ideas, new strategies, new resources and to help each 

other more effectively. Alex Lickerman (2012), states that undefeated mind distils the wisdom we need to create 

victory and relevance to happiness, a way to view prayer as a vow we make ourselves and an approach of taking 

personal responsibilities. David Hare (2016) defines spiritual movement as a process of managing individual or 

mass growth for better world combining with powerful essence of spirituality and mindfulness. Social 

management refers to the way as society is organized, in problem solving, setting social policies, changing 

social attitudes, status of an individual or individuals living in groups or together with proper planning, co-

ordinating and controlling to achieve long term social changes or goals.  

 

II. Objectives 

To know the benefits of spirituality in workplace and day to day activities this study focuses vision. To know 

the features of spiritual movement and responses of people towards spirituality this study is carried on. To know 

the importance of prayers during socio-cultural programmes and their effects on human attitudes this study is 

planned. To learn the art of social management from spiritual movement based on spiritual values this study 

focuses. To bring out principles and perspectives for organizational management from spiritual movement this 

study is necessary. To know about role of socio-cultural organizations in managing people and events basing on 

path of spirituality this study is brought forward.  

 

III. Literature Review 

Spiritual movement is not a new concept. This has archaic relationship with human society. During downfall of 

humanity spiritual movement plays role to up lift human recourses with religious principles and morality. 

Gautama Buddha, the founder of Buddhism through his teaching brings spiritual movement in between 563 

BCE to 483 or 400 BCE. Jesus Christ spreads Christianity through spiritual teachings by multiplication of 

disciples in this world in between 4 BC to 30 or 33 CE AD.   Theistic devotional trend of spiritual movement 

known as Bhakti Movement originates in 7th Century AD in South India mainly in Tamil Nadu and Kerala and 

spreads to North directions of India. By 15th century AD this reaches to top level and in between 15th CE AD 

and 17th CE AD Vaishnism, Shaivism and Shaktism grow rapidly giving rise to social reformation of Hinduism. 

Rapid Spiritual movement in Odisha dates back to 1450-1550 CE AD which is considered as the golden period 

of five saintly friends (Panchasakha) and they are Achyutananda Das, Ananata Das, Jasovanta Das, Jagannath 

Das and Balaram Das. Through their popular spiritual literatures they gain fame and reach up to every corner of 

the state at that time. The great Spiritual leader and founder of Gaudiya Vaishnavism, Shri Chaitanya 

Mahaprabhu, refers these five disciples of his as five friends or Panchasakha and describes them as his five souls 

or pancha atma. Akhay Mishra (2015) highlights the importance of Panchasakha in socio-religious life of people 

of Odisha and he states that these five saintly friends bring new social order in reformation of community and 

removing various social barriers. Widely popular Odia Bhagavata of Jagannath Das is the witness of such 

spiritual movement that deeply impacts people even at this modern age.  
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Western Bonai refers to the region of Bonai Subdivision located in western bank of River Brahmani. Bonaigarh 

is also called as Bonai is the sub-divisional headquarter of Bonai subdivision and is situated in coordinates with 

latitude 21.750 N and longitude 84.970 E. Sarsara belongs to this sub- division of Sundargarh district in Odisha 

state of India. Main socio-cultural organization of the region named, “Pashchima Bonai Panchasakha Kala 

Parshad, (PBPKP)” comes in to reality with vision of uniting artists of Western Bonai mainly of Kasada, 

Jhirdapali, Bhalupani, Sarsara-Balang and Pithachora Gram-Panchayats of this region and Laimura and Parposhi 

of Deogarh district and for their development of internal talents of art, culture and spiritualism. After working 

for few years in many forms this organization gets an official registration in district level bearing registration 

number SGD 8288/37 on date 18 November 2014. Currently Ramaniranjan Dash works as president and 

Nrupamani Singdandpat as secretary and Rabinarayan Behera remains as leading advisory member. Many 

spiritual teams like Paalaa, Dashakathi, Samprada, Sankeertana, Shivaguru, Krushanaguru, Bhagavata etc. and 

many cultural teams like Kisan Nrutya, Munda Nrutya, Oram Nrutya etc. are included in the organization. There 

are 66 (Sixty six) teams included at present in this organization and more than one thousand members remain 

here. Every year organization celebrates special spiritual and cultural festivals along with arrangements of 

various meetings in different villages. Annual Spiritual and Cultural festival 2016 keeps importance where 

Rajashree Birakishore Indra Deodev, Raja of Bonai attends as chief guest offers worship at Lord Shiva temple 

and admires the efforts of people of region for such a spiritual movement. Member of Parliament of Sundargarh 

Loksabha cum Honourable Minister of Ministry of Tribal Affaires, Government of India Sj. Jual Oram sends his 

best wishes to the people of Western Bonai for such a programme through his district representative Sj. Manoj 

Kumar Pradhan, a resident of village of Badgogua of Bonai and Mr. Pradhan attends this as a special guest after 

receiving heartily invitation from PBPKP. Printed invitation specifies the list of guests as Sj. Vijay Amruta 

Kulange (IAS) Sub-collector of Bonai, Sj. Sishu Ranjan Mohapatra (OPS), Sub-Divisional Police Officer 

(SDPO), Bonai, Sj Lakshman Munda, Member of Legislative Assembly Bonai, Sj. Sudit Kumar Sahu an 

advocate of Bonai along with the researcher. PBPKP fixes programmes of this festival on 9th April 2016 

celebrating Kalasa Yatra at 8 am, Bhagavata Puja at 9 am, team wise cultural performances at 11 am, 

inauguration, lightening festival and guests’ addresses at 5 pm along with team wise cultural performances at 6 

pm and chanting of Bagavata and Kirtan at 11 pm. Researcher of this study witnesses the entire programme 

personally. Annual review authority of this festival offers special honours known as Sambardhana on behalf of 

PBPKP to Mr. Rudracharan Dash, a Guru of Samprada team of Kenabeta, Mr. Bhubaneswar Naik, a Guru of 

Keertan of Deoposh, Mr. Sadananda Sarangi, a Guru of Samprada team of Badagogua of Bonai Sub-division 

and Mr. Ramachandra Kumra of Bhalugua of Laimura GP of Deogarh district. Mr. Tapan Kumar Behera, 

president of Loka Committee of Sarsara communicates beautifully and conducts the entire meeting smoothly. 

Researcher realizes the spiritual environment of Sarsara and depth of this movement that touches height time to 

time. An old man and living Pala Gayaka (Singer of Pala) named Sj.  Fakir Mohan Kaibartta offers his collected 

and compiled two volumes of booklets on spiritual verses of different scriptures titled, “Adhyatma Chintana,” 

supported financially and published by Shri Nidhan Chandra Bhoi of village Alekhpur to the researcher. Having 

spiritual interest brings right fortune for people of Sarsara.  

 

IV. Importance of the study 

People at present face many social challenges and normal social behaviours of them are stressed in condition. 

Everywhere there is pollution and impurities contaminate society by negative vibrations. In such case many of 

us get stress in life. Due to stress social conflict and social illness grow. Issue of considerable number of 

individuals influences society from different angles. But we need to relax time to time and we need to solve our 

problems in life. Today nowhere we get happiness due to clumsy situations. Many at present realize the 

importance of spirituality in life. Sarsara comes ahead to have celebrations of spiritual festivals and organization 

like PBPKP focuses its vision to unite people of region in one forum. Many performances include mass prayers 

which generate positive and pleasant vibrations release peace and prosperity to the surrounding environment.  

For managing society we need to have multi-cultural ideas, decision making qualities for mass acceptance, co-

operation and spiritual values. This study keeps importance from the aspects of socio-cultural views to have 

learning about principles of values and management. The name of organization contains the word Panchasakha 

is in memory of great spiritual poets who bring spiritual movements through their power of literatures and 

teachings in olden days of Odisha.  

A. Panchasakha refers to five important spiritual values 

From point of view of spirituality Panchasakha refers to five spiritual values as truth, righteousness, peace, love 

and non-violence. These values are five friends of life and very much necessary for personality development and 

workplace enhancement. Management based on such values definitely takes care of society and brings ahead 

positive growth. In spiritual movement a spiritual leader needs to have multiplication of disciples or multiply 

values into groups of people by which sustainable development can be achieved.  

A.1. Truth for soul – Soul, the self luminous conscious energy which drives body is truth. Realizing this truth 

only a human being proceeds for self realization and searches meaning of life in workplace and his relationship 
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with work he understands. Self realization means to recognize own as a conscious being and not as a material 

body. After getting this true identity a person feels his miraculous spiritual power.  

A.2. Righteousness in duty – Having realization about truth in life a person realizes about righteousness in his 

duty. He very well knows about cause and effect and whatever he does will come in return. Righteousness is the 

nice value which is followed with truth. While truth about soul is realized righteousness comes automatically in 

thought and action.  

A.3. Peace for soul – Truth and righteousness in thought and action bring peace in life. Every creature in this 

world needs peace in life but many of us very often do not get this due to disturbances, not accepting truth and 

unrighteous practices. Soul’s nature is peaceful and this is well realized with stability of mind. 

A.4. Love for all – This is one important value that every soul has. Only this requires expression. Having love 

for all we serve God. Love ties us in universal affection of brotherhood and love checks conflicts and violence. 

A.5. Non-violence in work and attitudes – Obeying the laws of truth we obey universal truth and see all souls 

are like us and they are our brothers. This value gives us power of tolerance and easily we forgive other’s 

mistakes and think for their spiritual development.  

B. Managing life and society through spiritual principles: 

B.1. Intimacy in relationship with God - For intimacy developing relationship with God becomes very 

important. After self awakening a human being tries to connect with God by practice of meditation and prayer. 

He feels his inner zeal to have powerful connection with Supreme Being. 

B.2. Knowledge of experiencing - Having knowledge about life and God, love dwells in mind, heart and soul.  

Prayer is true evidence of faith that we express and very often we merge in such a way that we forget this 

material world for the time of prayer. Mass prayers keep all of us in discipline. Prayer is growing power in 

groups of transformation.  Movements by prayer, evangelism and discipleship make spiritual environment.  

B.3. Relationship among souls and punctuality – Easily we feel the importance of time that influences our 

action and planning. Experiencing life we understand our relationship with other souls in this material world. 

Having this idea clearly in mind we keep our commitment for others and feel life properly.  

B.4. Acceptance of God’s wisdom and kingdom - With reflection of spiritual values in character and 

behaviours we accept God’s wisdom in body, mind and spirit. Knowing this creation as God’s kingdom we 

remain as his children and get all rights of using resources and we do not think of spoiling these unnecessarily. 

We also preserve resources for upcoming generations.  

B.5. Sharing love in community – Having love for life and self is very common. The value of love is well 

expressed and accepted while this is shared in community. Spiritual festivals bring opportunity for us to share 

our love with rest of the members of the community.  

 

V. Discussion 

Beloved father of heaven says not to have evil things and evil thoughts in mind. Mind’s state remains very free 

from impurities while we leave evil desires and purity of mind helps in realizing self. Along with knowledge 

and yoga we need to have wisdom of God to remain in pure state. Behaviour matters a lot and this should be 

rectified checking again and again with spiritual values. Role of people of Sarsara brings new direction in 

spiritual movement and spiritual festivals based on culture and societies are beneficial in bringing opportunities 

for local artists. Fortune of a human being lies on five important spiritual values like truth, righteousness, peace, 

love and non-violence. Having intimacy with thought and action for God we easily manage life and society 

keeping knowledge of experience ahead. Understanding relationship of time with work is important and service 

performed accepting God’s wisdom helps in sharing love in community.  

 

VI. Conclusion 

Spiritual movement is very much beneficial and having study on such movement reveals about responses of 

people. Spiritual festivals bring benefit of being in unity and people get opportunity of sharing love in 

community. Social management needs spiritual values and authorities who acquire values handle employees 

very pleasingly. Such a study gives us idea of selfless service and managing community with love, caring, unity, 

integrity and achieving social and communal harmony becomes easier. This study helps managers managing 

their lives free from stress. Prayer at any stage of life strengthens faith that nourishes well decision making 

ability.  Achieving organizational goals become very easier while we obey spiritual principles in management. 

Such a study gives benefits to build good employee character in workplace and helps in conflict resolution. This 

study guides us from internally and helps in developing inner beauty.  Efficiency of decision making grows 

during risk and uncertainty.   
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